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Abstract    

With the recent advancements in the field of semantic segmentation, an encoderdecoder approach like U-Net are most widely used to solve 

biomedical image segmentation tasks. To improve upon the existing U-Net, we proposed a novel architecture called Multi-Scale Dilated 

Fusion Network (MSDFNet). In this work, we have used the pre-trained ResNet50 as the encoder, which had already learned features that 

can be used by the decoder to generate the binary mask. In addition, we had used skip-connections to facilitate the transfer of features from 

the encoder to the decoder directly. Some of these features are lost due to the depth of the network. The decoder consists of a Multi-Scale 

Dilated Fusion block, as the main components of the decoder, where we fused the multi-scale features and then apply some dilated 

convolution upon them. We have trained both the UNet and the proposed architecture on the Ksavir-Instrument dataset, where the proposed 

architecture has a 3.701 % gain in the F1 score and 4.376 % in the  Jaccard. These results show the improvement over the existing U-Net 

model. 
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1. Introduction    

Image segmentation is the most widely used area of the 

computer vision research community. It is the process of 

identifying the class label for each pixel of the image and 

determining the region of interest. Image segmentation 

helps    

 to determine the areas of interest within an image, frame 

or even a video with pixel level accuracy. Due to its pixel-

level accuracy, image segmentation has gained the 

attention of researchers in the medical domain. The 

researchers used it to diagnose various diseases, identify 

medical conditions and even use it for the identification of 

a wide range of surgical instruments and parts during a 

surgical procedure.    

Robotic-assisted surgery (RAS) [1] has evolved 

significantly over the years and has improved surgical 

performance along with patient safety. Instrument 

segmentation helps in better identification of the surgical 

instrument along with various other tools used during a 

surgical procedure. This helps in providing optimal 

instrument control and minimizes unnecessary risks. 

Although, there also exist some factors which hinder the 

optimal performance of the procedure, such as the 

artefacts caused by the motion, specularities , debris, low 

contrast, bubbles, bodily fluids and blood. As a result, 

clinical endoscopist face hurdles in visual interpretation. 

So it becomes necessary to develop a method that    

 can solve the above-mentioned constraints. To encounter 

the above issues we explore the U-Net architecture which 

is most widely used for medical image segmentation. This 

architecture has performed well but in some cases, it 

remains a barrier to achieving accurate segmentation. We 

overcome the obstacle and develop a new architecture 

called Multi-Scale Dilated Fusion Network (MSDFNet)  

that can efficiently achieve accurate segmentation 

performance.    

The main contributions of our paper can be summarized 

as the following:   

1. We proposed a novel architecture called Multi-

Scale Dilated Fusion Network (MSDFNet) which is an 

encoder-decoder based segmentation architecture mainly 

built using a pre-trained encoder and fusion of multi-scale 

features.  Moreover dilated convolutions are also used in 

the decoder network to further improve the performance.    

2. We evaluate the proposed MSDFNet on the 

Kvasir-instrument [2] dataset for instrument 

segmentation, where it shows a significant improvement 

over the existing U-Net.    
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2. Related work    

For the instrument segmentation , a variety of 

traditional techniques have been presented, ranging from 

simple background subtraction and colour threshold 

procedures to far more advanced approaches, such as 

marked point processes. Many of these techniques have 

lately been re-examined .    

Convolutional neural networks have led to the 

development of alternative approaches. Deep neural 

networks have become the state-of-the-art model for 

object recognition thanks to recent breakthroughs in deep 

neural networks, particularly in their optimization. Deep 

neural networks have also been employed for semantic 

segmentation, with employing "de-convolution layers" 

and upsampling to recognise and precisely pinpoint items 

within a photograph. Different architectures derived from 

various intuitions are also possible and have been used in 

this paper. 

 

   

Dataset    Content    Task type    Procedure    

Instrument segmentation and 

tracking (2015) [6] 

Rigid and robotic instruments  

[6] 

Segmentation and 

tracking  [6] 

Laparoscopy  [6] 

Robotic Instrument 

Segmentation (2017) [15] 

Robotic surgical instruments 

[15] 

Binary  segmentation,  

part based segmentation, 

instrument segmentation  

[15] 

Abdominal porcine  [15] 

Robotic  Scene Segmentation 

(2018) [16] 

Surgical instruments and other  

[16] 

Multi-instance 

segmentation [16] 

Robotic nephrectomy  [16] 

Robust Medical instrument 

segmentation (2019) [17] 

laparoscopic instrument [17] Binary segmentation, 

multiple instance 

detection,  multiple 

instance segmentation[17] 

Laparoscopy  [17] 

Kvasir-Instrument Diagnostic and  therapeutic 

tools in endoscopic images 

Binary segmentation 

Detection and localization 

Gastroscopy & colonoscopy 

    

Table 1: Available instrument datasets 

   

Instrument segmentation [3] is an important area 

of research in the field of surgical technology and, 

especially, in the field of robotic-assisted surgery. In the 

context of instrument segmentation and tracking, the 

Endoscopic vision (EndoVis) challenge have greatly 

contributed by providing a labelled dataset for the 

research. The challenge aims at developing novel 

approaches to improve the performance and efficiency of 

robotic surgery, particularly instrument segmentation.  

With the exception of 2016, the Medical Image 

Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention Society 

(MICCAI) has hosted an endoscopic vision (EndoVis) 

challenge since 2015. There are several sub-challenges in 

the Endovis challenge. The challenge  has year-byyear 

information regarding the hosted sub-challenge. 

Bodenstedt et al. [14] established the "EndoVis 2015 

Instrument sub-challenge" to test novel methodologies 

and assess the Machine Learning (ML) algorithm for 

instrument segmentation and tracking on a common 

dataset. The organisers were given two duties to complete: 

(1) segmentation and (2) tracking. The purpose of the 

challenge was to provide a solution to the problem of 

segmenting and monitoring articulated devices in both 

laparoscopic and robotic surgery. A thorough examination 

of the methodologies utilised in instrument segmentation 

and tracking for minimally invasive procedures. This 

challenge is held as an international event starting in the 

year 2015 at the Medical Image Computing and 

Computer-Assisted Intervention Society (MICCAI). With 

the exception of 2016, the challenges were held in 2017, 

2018 and 2019. Deep learning performs effectively for 

instrument segmentation and tracking tasks, according to 

the extensive testing. For more information about the 

Endoscopic vision (EndoVis) challenge, please visit 

https://endovis.grandchallenge.org.    

Most  of  the participants used U-Net[6] and ResNet[7]. 

The author[https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.02319.pdf] has 

published   a detailed research paper on instrument 

segmentation using the   ROBUST-MIS challenge 2019 

dataset. The paper used the U-Net, RIC-Unet [8], FCN[9],  

[10], DeconvNet [11]to analyze the performance of all the 

methods. So, a more accurate medical image 

segmentation approach is needed . In order to overcome 

this need, we have proposed MSDFNet architecture and 

compared with various state-ofthe-art architecture. Our 

proposed model produces significant output segmentation 

masks despite the challenging images.    
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3. Method    

 In this section, we are going to present the proposed 

Multi-Scale Dilated Fusion Network (MSDFNet) 

architecture in detail. We present the main components 

required to build the architecture.    

Residual block:. As we increase the depth of the neural 

network, the performance also increases. The increase in 

performance is up to a certain limit, after   that, the 

performance starts to decrease. This decrease in 

performance is due to the vanishing or exploding 

gradients problem. The problem is solved with the use of 

residual blocks [13], which introduces a shortcut 

connection between the layers, thus avoiding the gradient 

problem. The residual block consists of two    

3x3 convolution blocks and a shortcut connection 

(identity mapping). Each convolution block begins a 3x3 

convolution layer, followed by batch normalization and a 

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function.    

Multi-scale dilated fusion (MSDF) block:. The proposed 

MSDF block is used in the decoder part of the network. 

The block begins with the fusion of the multiscale features 

into a single multi-scale feature. Here two feature maps of 

different   spatial resolutions are taken from the pre-

trained ResNet50[cite] encoder and a bilinear upsampling 

is performed to get new feature maps of similar size. 

These features are then followed by the residual block and 

then concatenated along with the third feature from the 

encoder. Next, the concatenated feature map is followed 

by 1x1 convolution, along with the batch normalization 

and a ReLU activation function. After that, two parallel 

convolution layers with a dilation rate of 3 and 9 are 

applied followed by a concatenation. Finally, we have a 

1x1 convolution, followed by batch normalization and a 

ReLU activation function.    

Proposed MSDFNet architecture:. The proposed 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 presenting all the 

main components. It uses an encoder-decoder design    

which is commonly used by most of the image 

segmentation architecture. In this  

architecture, we combine the strength of the pre-trained 

ResNet50, residual block and the MSDF block which 

allows for better performance when   compared with the 

baseline architecture. The proposed architecture is a fully 

convolutional network consisting of a pre-trained 

ResNet50 encoder and decoder. The network begins with 

a pre-trained ResNet50 as an encoder, which is trained on 

the ImageNet dataset. The encoder takes the input image 

encodes it into a compressed representation using multiple 

convolution layers and pooling layers.    

  

 
Figure 1: The block diagram of the MSDFNet Architecture    
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This compressed representation of the input image is 

passed to the MSDF block, where we combine the features 

from different scales to create a better representation. This 

representation is further enhanced by the dilated 

convolution, where we increase the field of view to grasp 

better information. The resulting feature map is then 

upsampled by using the bilinear interpolation and then 

concatenated the skip connection from the encoder. These 

skip connection helps to get the low-level features from 

the encoder to the decoder. After skip connection comes 

the residual block for learning better representation. At 

last, a 1x1 convolution is used along with the sigmoid 

activation function to get the final segmentation mask.    

 

4. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics    

               To evaluate our proposed MSDFNet, we have chosen the 

Kvasir-instrument[2] dataset. The dataset consists of a 

variety of instrument images taken from different 

colonoscopy procedures. It includes images of different 

gastrointestinal tools such as snares, balloons and biopsy 

forceps, and many more. The dataset contains 590 images 

and their respective annotated masks, which were verified    

        by two expert gastrointestinal endoscopists. The 

performance of the baseline U-Net and the newly 

proposed MSDFNet are compared using the standard 

image segmentation metrics, such as F1 (Dice 

Coefficient), mean Intersection over Union (mIoU). 

Additionally, we have also calculated Recall and 

Precision for each method.    

 

5. Experimental setup    

The baseline U-Net and the proposed MSDFNet 

architecture were trained in the same environment using a 

similar configuration. Both the architectures are 

implemented using TensorFlow 2.5 framework in python 

3.8. For a fair comparison, we have split the Kvasir-

Instrument dataset into training, validation and testing 

datasets in the ratio of 60:20:20. For the training, we have 

354 images and masks pairs, while the validation and 

testing dataset contains 118 images and masks pairs, 

respectively. All the images are resized to a resolution of 

256 x 256 pixels. The models are trained using a GTX 

1040 Ti 4GB GPU with a batch size of four. The dice-

coefficient loss is used to calculate the error rate,      

      which is optimized by the Adam optimizer along with 

a learning rate of 1e-4.    

 

6. Experimental Results    

In this section, we are going to present the results of 

the baseline architecture U-Net and the newly proposed 

MSDFNet architecture and see the improvements made. 

The quantitative results on the Kvasir-Instrument dataset 

are presented in Table 2. From the table1, we can see that 

the overall performance of the proposed architecture is 

significantly better than the U-Net architecture. 

   

 

Method    F1    Jaccard    Precision    Recall    Accuracy    

U-Net    85.64    84.73    89.05    92.85    96.27    

RIC-Unet    92.78    86.35    91.02    92.89    96.36    

ResNet    89.64    85.72    85.81    85.67    96.80    

DeconvNet    86.60    85.70    87.80    85.50    95.80    

MSDFNet    93.34    89.10    92.20    95.32    98.76    

Table 1: Comparision between UNet and various state-of-the-art architecture 

 

 

The proposed MSDFNet has achieved an F1 score of 

93.34, mIoU of 89.10 and a pixel accuracy of 98.76. When 

compared with the U-Net architecture, the proposed 

MSDFNet has achieved a 3.7% higher F1 score and 4.3% 

higher    

             mIoU. Additionally, we have also calculated recall and 

precision which are 92.20 and  95.32 respectively. Figure 

3 shows the qualitative results, where we can see  that the 

proposed MSDFNet has better masks and more accurate 

edge detection performance.       
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Figure 2: UNet result    

 

 
Figure 3: MSDFNet result    

 

7. Discussion    

 The proposed MSDFNet produce acceptable results on 

the Kvasir-Instrument dataset. Figure 3 proves that the 

segmentation masks predicted by the MSDFNet are 

superior to the baseline U-Net architecture in terms of 

details, with better quality. We trained the proposed model 

with different hyperparameters, including different loss 

functions, optimizers, and many more. Finally, after a set 

of experiments, we found the best configuration of the 

hyperparameters that gives the best performance. 

However, we also observed that the batch size, loss 

function, number of filers and dilation rate can influence 

the results of the MSDFNet. So, we can say that the 

performance of the proposed model can be done by 

adjusting the architecture and searching for the best set of 

hyper parameters. We conclude the application of the 

MSDFNet has the potential to solve numerous 

segmentation tasks outside the medical domain. It can be 

used in natural image segmentation and other image 

segmentation tasks.    

 

8. Conclusion    

In this paper, we present the MSDFNet, an architecture 

for the gastro-in testinal instrument segmentation task. 

The architecture address the need for accurate 

segmentation of instruments. The architecture takes the 

advantage of the pre-trained encoder, multi-scale function 

and dilated convolution to tackle segmentation problems. 

In the future, we plan to experiment with more pretrained 

models and also try to take more advantage of the un-

labeled data. As the unlabeled data is easily available and 

we don’t need to spend time and resources to annotate it. 

We can try to add some attention mechanisms to further 

improve the performance of the model. 
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